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After 30 years running a research laboratory, I was 
suddenly selected as the full-time president of the 

US National Academy of Sciences



U.S. National Academy of SciencesU.S. National Academy of Sciences
Charter (1863)Charter (1863)

““The academy shall, whenever called uponThe academy shall, whenever called upon
by any department of the government,by any department of the government,
investigate, examineinvestigate, examine…… and report upon anyand report upon any
subject of science or art ,subject of science or art ,…… but the Academybut the Academy
shall receive no compensation whatsoevershall receive no compensation whatsoever
for any services to the government of the for any services to the government of the 
United StatesUnited States””..



My education in Washington, DCMy education in Washington, DC
1993 to 2005: 1993 to 2005: a shift from science to 

science policy

Three academy-type organizations work together 
to provide policy advice to the USA



How the US Academies work to promote How the US Academies work to promote 
the use of science for wise decision the use of science for wise decision 

makingmaking

I will give you two examples I will give you two examples 



Conclusion:Conclusion:

No evidence No evidence 
that these that these 
fields are fields are 
dangerousdangerous



Conclusion:Conclusion:

Good Good 
evidence evidence 
that very low that very low 
levels of levels of 
arsenic  are arsenic  are 
dangerousdangerous



Why scientific judgments like these Why scientific judgments like these 
are crucial for policymakersare crucial for policymakers

•• Science has allowed humans to gain a deep Science has allowed humans to gain a deep 
understanding of the natural world.understanding of the natural world.

•• In many cases, we can therefore predict the In many cases, we can therefore predict the 
effects of current actions on the future.effects of current actions on the future.





IndependentIndependent policy advice from the policy advice from the 
National AcademiesNational Academies

•• More than 200 reports a year,More than 200 reports a year,
85 percent requested by the US 85 percent requested by the US 
governmentgovernment

•• Full text released to the press, and to the Full text released to the press, and to the 
public on our Website, when report is public on our Website, when report is 
delivered to governmentdelivered to government



Why does it work?Why does it work?

•• Our government prides itself on Our government prides itself on ““basing decisions basing decisions 
on the best scienceon the best science””. . 

•• Both sides of an argument usually claim to have Both sides of an argument usually claim to have 
science supporting it. science supporting it. The Academies present the The Academies present the 
overwhelming consensus on each issue.overwhelming consensus on each issue.

•• Each committee is carefully designed Each committee is carefully designed to to 
produce a report that is balanced, with all useful produce a report that is balanced, with all useful 
scientific and technical points of view represented. scientific and technical points of view represented. 



Guidelines for appointing committeesGuidelines for appointing committees

• No representatives of another organization. Each . Each 
person must be person must be willing to learn and form their own willing to learn and form their own 
opinionopinion, independent of outside pressures., independent of outside pressures.

•• Aim to include Aim to include all of the needed areas of expertise all of the needed areas of expertise 
on the committee (for example, a legal expert if on the committee (for example, a legal expert if 
needed, in addition to scientists and engineers)needed, in addition to scientists and engineers)

•• All possible conflicts of interest are carefully All possible conflicts of interest are carefully 
examined before an individual is appointed.examined before an individual is appointed.

•• The committee process begins with The committee process begins with confidential confidential 
testimony from outside expertstestimony from outside experts, in order to , in order to 
become wellbecome well--informed on all of the issues.informed on all of the issues.

•• Work for a Work for a consensusconsensus, but a brief minority opinion is , but a brief minority opinion is 
allowed when this is not possible. This takes time!allowed when this is not possible. This takes time!



Why does it work?  #2:Why does it work?  #2:

•• Through a rigorous report review processes, the Through a rigorous report review processes, the 
Academies have made a great effort to Academies have made a great effort to avoid avoid 
nonnon--scientific statementsscientific statements, as required to be , as required to be 
seen as a neutral advisor.seen as a neutral advisor.

•• Finally, Finally, the US press pays attention the US press pays attention to what to what 
the National Academies say, which puts the National Academies say, which puts 
pressure on government to respond.pressure on government to respond.





www.NAP.eduwww.NAP.edu
Free full text of Free full text of 4000 books4000 books onon--line, accessible line, accessible 

through a powerful search engine.through a powerful search engine.



A custom-produced search engine
integrates search results with intrinsic exploration tools



The central lesson from my 12 years The central lesson from my 12 years 
in Washingtonin Washington

It is critically important that science, and It is critically important that science, and 
scientists, achieve a much higher degree of scientists, achieve a much higher degree of 
influence, throughout both their nations and influence, throughout both their nations and 

the world.the world.



In particular, we need much more of the In particular, we need much more of the 
creativity, rationality, openness, and tolerance creativity, rationality, openness, and tolerance 

that are inherent to science that are inherent to science ------ what Indian what Indian 
Prime Minister Nehru called Prime Minister Nehru called 

a a ““scientific temperscientific temper”” ---- for both the US for both the US 
and all other nationsand all other nations



The society of scientists is simple because it has a The society of scientists is simple because it has a 
directing purpose: to explore the truth. Nevertheless, directing purpose: to explore the truth. Nevertheless, 
it has to solve the problem of every society, which is it has to solve the problem of every society, which is 
to find a compromise between the individual and the to find a compromise between the individual and the 
group. It must encourage the single scientist to be group. It must encourage the single scientist to be 
independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant. independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant. 
From these basic conditions, which form the prime From these basic conditions, which form the prime 
values, there follows step by step a range of values: values, there follows step by step a range of values: 
dissent, freedom of thought and speech, justice, dissent, freedom of thought and speech, justice, 
honor, human dignity and self respect. honor, human dignity and self respect. 

Science has humanized our values. Men have Science has humanized our values. Men have 
asked for freedom, justice and respect precisely as asked for freedom, justice and respect precisely as 
the scientific spirit has spread among them.the scientific spirit has spread among them.

Jacob Bronowski, Jacob Bronowski, 
Science and Human Values, 1956Science and Human Values, 1956

My favorite quoteMy favorite quote



To generate a To generate a scientific temperscientific temper for a nation, for a nation, 
we need good science education for allwe need good science education for all



What science should look like in school



What 5 year olds can do What 5 year olds can do 

1) Put on clean white socks and walk around 
school yard.

2) In class, collect all black specks stuck to socks 
and try to classify them: which are seeds and 
which are dirt?

3) Start by examining each speck with a 3 dollar, 
plastic “microscope”.

4) End by planting both those specks believed to  
be dirt and those believed to be seeds, thereby 
testing their own idea that the regularly shaped 
ones are seeds.



The VisionThe Vision
Imagine an education that includes solving hundreds of 

such challenges over the course of the 13 years of 
schooling that lead to high school graduation – challenges 
that increase in difficulty as the children age.

Children who are prepared for life in this way would be great 
problem solvers in the workplace. Even more important, they Even more important, they 
will also be will also be more rational human beings more rational human beings –– people who are people who are 
able to make wise judgments for their family, their community, able to make wise judgments for their family, their community, 
their nation, and the world.their nation, and the world.



The image we want for science



Science magazine as a tool for Science magazine as a tool for 
improving the scientific enterpriseimproving the scientific enterprise







Using Using 
science and science and 
Science Science to to 
create more create more 
coherence coherence 
in the field of in the field of 
educationeducation

My current obsessionMy current obsession



2009 & 2010 2009 & 2010 
special special 

issues on issues on 
education education 

HowHow ScienceScience
magazine can magazine can 
helphelp



2011 special 2011 special 
issue on issue on 

education education 

HowHow ScienceScience
magazine can magazine can 
helphelp



Published in Sept 16Published in Sept 16thth ScienceScience



Another part of my education at the 
Academy:  recognition of the critical recognition of the critical 

importance of importance of Science for all Science for all !!



Lake Victoria, western     
Kenya, 1998



Science and technology can make a major difference 
for national development through many interventions. 
But most of these are much too fine-grained for 
outsiders to expect to be able to solve other nation’s 
problems.  

Instead, our focus should be on helping to build 
the local capacities that each nation will need to 
solve their problems themselves.

What I learned



How do we spread a science throughout How do we spread a science throughout 
the world?the world?

Scientists need to get organized!Scientists need to get organized!



MeritMerit--based Science Academiesbased Science Academies

Countries with merit-based science academies

The The InterAcademyInterAcademy Panel on International Issues (Panel on International Issues (IAP)  IAP)  
is a network of 100 science academiesis a network of 100 science academies

(Japan is represented by your (Japan is represented by your Science CouncilScience Council))



The support of The support of ““sustainability sciencesustainability science”” by by 
the InterAcademy Panelthe InterAcademy Panel

• Helping the science academies in each nation 
develop a larger role in their own societies, 
including becoming a respected advisor to their 
own governments

• Sharing information and resources as “public 
goods” to strengthen world science (e.g., 
programs and resources for science education, 
ages 5 to 25)



Through the IAP, the academy Through the IAP, the academy 
presidents recognized that scientists presidents recognized that scientists 
need to have a much larger presence in need to have a much larger presence in 
world affairs.world affairs.

In particular, how can the worldIn particular, how can the world’’s s 
scientists more effectively communicate scientists more effectively communicate 
their agreement on central issues?their agreement on central issues? o a 
more rational and a more prosperous 
place.



The answer:The answer:

The IAC was The IAC was 
established by the IAP established by the IAP 
in 2000, with a in 2000, with a 
secretariat at KNAW in secretariat at KNAW in 
Amsterdam Amsterdam 

Governed by                Governed by                
15 academy 15 academy 
presidentspresidents



The first report of the InterAcademy The first report of the InterAcademy 
Council was released at the UN General Council was released at the UN General 

Assembly in February, 2004Assembly in February, 2004

Inventing a Better Future: A Strategy for Inventing a Better Future: A Strategy for 
Building Worldwide Capacities in Science Building Worldwide Capacities in Science 
and Technology.and Technology.

•• A guide for building high quality institutions A guide for building high quality institutions 
for science and technology in every nation.for science and technology in every nation.

•• Committee coCommittee co--chairs from Brazil and Egypt, chairs from Brazil and Egypt, 
plus scientists from 10 other nations.plus scientists from 10 other nations.







Most recent IAC report on IPCCMost recent IAC report on IPCC



The promise of world science collaborationThe promise of world science collaboration



The promise of world science collaborationThe promise of world science collaboration

InterAcademy 
Panel Young 
Scientists at 
the World 
Economic 
Forum in 
Tianjin, China

The The 
formation of formation of 
Young 
Academies



The urgent need for capacity buildingThe urgent need for capacity building

•• Those of us in more scientifically advanced nations Those of us in more scientifically advanced nations 
must help less advanced nations develop a greater must help less advanced nations develop a greater 
capacity in science and technology, as appropriate to capacity in science and technology, as appropriate to 
their national needs.their national needs.

•• This in our own interest, as well as being critical for This in our own interest, as well as being critical for 
the rest of the world.the rest of the world.

(I currently serve as President Obama(I currently serve as President Obama’’s s 
Science Envoy to Indonesia)Science Envoy to Indonesia)



The First 3 Science Envoys

•Ahmed Zewail, Nobel Prize winner at Caltech (chemistry; 
born Egypt)

•Elias Zerhouni, former director of the US National 
Institutes of Health (radiology; born Algeria)

• Bruce Alberts, former President of the US National 
Academy of Sciences (cell biologist; born Chicago)

Volunteer position, with only expenses paid



The Challenges
• Design a role for Science Envoys that dramatically 
demonstrates the potential and effectiveness of science 
diplomacy.

• Create a Science Envoy “toolkit” and a set of principles to 
facilitate future efforts.

• Help the US Government create structures that optimally 
support the Science Envoy mission.

• Can we convince skeptics that there should be similar 
science envoys to all major nations, in addition to those 
that are “Muslim-majority?



President of the Indonesian Academy of Sciences,            President of the Indonesian Academy of Sciences,            
SangkotSangkot MarzukiMarzuki ---- a molecular biologista molecular biologist



Annual Annual Frontiers of Science Frontiers of Science workshop for workshop for 
future leaders of science in our two nationsfuture leaders of science in our two nations



Last monthLast month’’s workshop for science teacherss workshop for science teachers



““Science knows no country..Science knows no country..

Knowledge belongs to humanity..Knowledge belongs to humanity..

ItIt’’s the torch that illuminates the world.s the torch that illuminates the world.””

Louis Pasteur
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